LEKH 52 part 7

Religion or Creed

It has been stated earlier that this ‘inlaid ‘hukum’ or command is
indeed the personal religion of each and every element in the creation.
This ‘inlaid religion’ can be restated as follows:Each and every life form, according to its past karama or deeds
brings along with it
different sanskaar accumulated consequences of past deeds
varied kismet or destiny
diverse family atmosphere
dissimilar environment
wide ranging physical health
divergent degree of intelligence
disparate religion
assorted company
varied mental make up
numerous types of pain and pleasures
into this world.
1

As God's Pen has written on your forehead, so it shall be with your
soul.
74

2

I sing the Word which You have written; I do not know any other
Word.
1171

Man can only cultivate this ‘inlaid-religion’ when he assumes and
abides in this human body. The Timeless Being Waheguru, has
provided man with all the necessary things to enable him to cultivate
this ‘inlaid religion’ and for him to dwell in,
1
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Waheguru has created this world as his temple. More than this, secret
laws have been formulated for the whole world and the people residing
therein, to bring about and end to karamic consequences of past deeds.
This concept is stated in Gurbani as follows:1
2

This body is the home of Dharma; the Divine Light of the True Lord is within
it.
309
Nights, days, weeks and seasons;
wind, water, fire and the nether regions
-in the midst of these, He established the earth as a home for Dharma.
Upon it, He placed the various species of beings.
Their names are uncounted and endless.
By their deeds and their actions, they shall be judged.
God Himself is True, and True is His Court.

3

You have made the Creation as Your Throne; You are the True Judge.

4

The King sits on the throne within the self; He Himself administers justice.

7
580
1092

Just as there is one earth and within it there are different seasons
and different types of soil in which a variety of seeds are grown. The
soil helps these different types of seeds to grow and flourish and
(eventually) mature into varied types of harvests. In the same way
every life form according to the seeds of its previous deeds (committed
in past life forms) comes to live its worldly, social and religious life
according to God’s command in a setting that has different
time
country
race
religion
family atmosphere
worldly environment
virtue
vices / shortcomings
physical health
2
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mental knowledge
spiritual pull
(and) political inclination.
1

As are the seeds he plants, so are the pleasures he enjoys; he receives the
consequences of his own actions.
705

2

Don't blame others, O people;
as you plant, so shall you harvest.
By your actions, you have bound yourself.
You come and go, entangled in Maya.

888

3

As you plant, so shall you harvest, according to what you planted in the past.
309

4

Whatever He does, comes to pass. All act according to His Will.

33

5

As are the actions we commit, so are the rewards we receive.

468

Whatever environment man gets in this world, he has to live his
worldly and religious in that very environment; in fact he should do it.
There are some ‘environments’ that man finds himself in which
support him in cultivating religion, but there are others that come by
which place numerous obstacles along the path. In this way all human
beings, in the process of living their own worldly and spiritual lives in
this world, have to deal with a variety of ‘facilities’(which help him)
and ‘difficulties’ (which he has to overcome).
It is only by going through the path of pain and pleasure that we
are able to settle the secret account of our past deeds. In this way the
cycle of deeds and the cycle of transmigration keeps going. Man
commits the deeds himself, but he blames others because of his
ignorance in not being aware of the deeds that he committed in his past
lives. The reality of pain and pleasure and the motivation to indulge in
virtuous deeds are stated in Gurbani as follows:6

3

Dadda: Do not blame anyone else; blame instead your own actions.
Whatever I did, for that I have suffered; I do not blame anyone else.
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433

1

As we act, so are the rewards we receive; no one can take the place of another.
406

2

As one plants, so does he harvest; the body is the field of actions.

3

Listen: according to the karma of their past actions, each and every person
experiences happiness or sorrow; whatever You give, Lord, is good.
1107

4

O mind, do only deeds of purity; the Lord is the only boat to carry you across.
Other entanglements shall be of no use to you.
678

5

So, do that work, by which your face shall be made radiant.

706

397

It is certainly clear from the above discussion that the pain and
pleasure that man faces as the result of his own past actions, is in
accordance with the Divine Command. This is why when pain comes
it is a fallacy to lay the blame on someone or to complain to God. Pain
and hunger is one form of God’s blessing, because it is only in pain
and hunger, that man begins to understand the need to walk the path of
God’s Will. Gurbani teaches man the way to live this life, where, in
order understand nature’s secret “you have to meet with the Guru and
discover and unravel the Will of God. In times of pain and pleasure
keep Him in your mind. In this way you will attain eternal peace.”
6

As long as he does not understand the Command of God's Will, he remains
miserable.
Meeting with the Guru, he comes to recognize God's Will, and then, he becomes
happy.
400

7

Whatever God does, accept that with pleasure; in comfort and in suffering,
meditate on Him.
209

8

But when the pain comes, then I call upon You.

9

Prays Nanak, recognizing the Lord's Command, I am at peace, day and night.
156
So many endure distress, deprivation and constant abuse.
Even these are Your Gifts, O Great Giver!
5

10
11

4

O foolish mind, why do you cry and bewail?
You shall obtain your pre-ordained destiny.
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25

283

1

2

God is the Giver of pain and pleasure.
Abandon others, and think of Him alone.
Whatever He does - take comfort in that.
Why do you wander around, you ignorant fool?

283

Suffering is the medicine, and pleasure the disease, because where there is
pleasure, there is no desire for God.
469

From the above discussion another point surfaces. While at first (it is
true that) every living being that abides by the will of God, has a different
destiny, different social and physical life, but while cultivating divine virtues
in his religion, he can progress to the one and only one ‘Spiritual Religion’.
The proof of this is as follows; Bhagat - Kabir, Namdev, Fareed, Trilochan,
Dhanna, Sai-n Ji etc., undertook the cultivation of their religious discipline at
a different time, in a different atmosphere, in different relgions with their
(inherent) obstacles but in the end by the Grace of God they all progressed to
the ‘one and only spiritual religion’ and all of them preached
3
or
4

From the One Light, the entire universe welled up. So who is good, and who is
bad?
1349
See the brotherhood of all mankind as the highest order of Yogis

6

and sent a (powerful) message of love and partnership between one another.
To understand the religious ‘variety the foregoing discussion will be
even more helpful
Every guru, highly evolved soul, bhagat has praised and welcomed the
inherent variety that is present in the creation of the One Lord. This variety is
the beauty of the creation.
5

Various seasons originate from the one sun;
O Nanak, in just the same way, the many forms originate from the Creator. 13

6

You are one, manifested in many, visible in innumerable forms

JaaP P!0

According to this quotation from Gurbani
7

5

Behold the flowers flowering, and the blossoms blossoming forth!
Renounce and abandon your egotism.

if one flower on renouncing its egotism, sees another flower
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1185

blooming, it too blooms (all the more), then why doesn’t man, who wears the cloak
of the supreme form of life, bloom when he sees other religions??
To further understand this point, another examples is given below:Beauty and fragrance wise, the ‘chamaylee’ flower
cannot compete with

the rose flower.

The chamaylee flower, upon seeing the thorns in the rose plant, it
does not hate or slander it.
In the same way all the different types of flowers, overlooking and disregarding
each others shortcomings, from a distance itself they are sharing the beauty, colour
and fragrance with each other and (as Guru Ji says)
1

Let us form a partnership, and share our virtues; let us abandon our faults, and
walk on the Path.
766

all of them are automatically cultivating (this call of the Guru).
In the same way:One small hill does not confront a bigger hill next to it. On the contrary both
are steadfast in their readiness to assist each other and the presence of both enhances
natures beauty.

But the sad thing is that, man has not learnt anything from nature.
2

Immutable is your order...... complete and pervasive is your order....P10

3

All that the Perfect Lord does is perfect; there is not too little, or too much.
O Nanak, knowing this as Gurmukh, the mortal merges into the Perfect Lord
God.
1412

4

Don't indulge in slander for any reason, for everything is the creation of the
Lord and Master.
611

According to the above quotations from Gurbani, God’s creation and the
‘command-like’ laws that prevail therein are perfect. There is nothing less or lacking
in it and there can be no shortcoming from any angle in God’s creation.

6

Similarly all religions are created by the Will of God and
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in all of these religions, God resides, as in
1

In the Hindu reciting hymns from the Gayatri,
In the Muslim quazi calling from the mosque.
You are in the ones who study Koka’s work or Puranas,
In the scholars studying tenants of the Quran.
You are in those who follow the Vedas and those who oppose them,
You are beyond three gunas and still with attributes.
Akaal Ustat 12 P10

2

You are the rishi with matted hair, in the celibates with wooden necklace
and in the yogi engrossed in meditation.
Sometimes you are in the yogi with pierced ears, in the ascetic
and also in the Jain monks who tread the earth very cautiously.
Akaal Ustat 15 P10

3

Sometimes, as scholars, they deliver lectures.
Sometimes, they hold to silence in deep meditation.
Sometimes, they take cleansing baths at places of pilgrimage.
Sometimes, as Siddhas or seekers, they impart spiritual wisdom.........
Whatever pleases Him, comes to pass.
O Nanak there is no other at all

277

Just as
There is fragrance and beauty in all flowers,
There is ghee in every type of milk.,
There is sweetness in all types of flowers,
exactly in the same way divine virtues lie hidden in all religions.

7

To enjoy the beauty and the fragrance of a rose flower we only have to
go near it. But when we, out of our selfishness, want to take possession of the
flower’s beauty and fragrance by plucking it, then it is certain that the thorns
will prick us.
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In the same way by showing contempt and confronting other
religions it is certain that the thorns will prick us. When someone out
of ignorance looks at others with contempt in their , then it is natural
that the consequence will be painful.
But on the other hand to share the virtues of another religion one
needs only to take the positive – approach. (In this way) we can easily
access its virtues, fragrance or scent. Gurbani states this point as
follows:1

Do not say that the Vedas, the Bible and the Koran are false. Those who do not
contemplate them are false.
1350

2

In the Vedas, the ultimate objective is the Naam, the Name of the Lord; but
they do not hear this, and they wander around like demons.
919

3

No one obeys the Shaastras or the Vedas.
Everyone worships himself.

951

Just as it has been stated earlier, getting absorbed in God’s love, is
man’s most essential and fundamental ‘religion’. But this stage is not
achieved through mere talk. To achieve this, man has to join hands
with the Guru and successively climb steps. To successively climb
these steps everyone turns to the various disciplines of their own
religion.
But here, all the external religions need to hold a discussion on
some common virtues or fundamental principles, otherwise we could
stray or miss the path or true religious path without this insight and
thus will not be able to reach the destination of God-love.
In the light of Gurbani, truth, contentment, mercy and fortitude
have been accepted as the four fundamental virtues or feet. This truth
has been acknowledged by many other religions.
8
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1

In that Golden Age, Dharma had four feet.
880
How rare are those people who, as Gurmukh, contemplate this and understand.

2

I am embellished with truth, contentment, compassion and Dharmic faith.

3

Purity, contentment, compassion, faith and truthfulness - I have ushered these i
nto the home of my self.
379

4

Truth, contentment, compassion, Dharmic faith and purity - I have received
these from the Teachings of the Saints.
822

5

Through the Guru's Teachings, I have obtained courage, faith and the Lord. He
keeps my mind focused continually on the Lord, and the Name of the Lord. 494

6

The Support of the earth shall bless you with courage, righteousness and
protection.

812

686

7

Dharmic faith, patience, peace and poise are obtained by vibrating upon the
Lord in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy.
460

8

Forbearance and the sense of duty are their brothers and meditation,
austerities, continence and the sons
B Gur 6/5

9

Keeping of the flag of forbeaarance and dharma high, becomes his innate
nature.
B Gur 9/10

10

Deeply rooted in fortitude, dharma and contentment it (earth) remains tranquil
under feet
B Gur 4/2

11

mercy is the root of religion; sin is the root of ego.

Bhagat Tulsi Das

It has been explained earlier that living beings of the 8.4 million
life-forms, up righteously, innocently and unknowingly, abiding within
the godly law, are cultivating their own individual religion. In the
same way upon adopting his religion, man too should mould his
eating, drinking, sleeping, seeing, hearing, reading, thinking, working,
actions, transactions, desires according to the true laws and virtuous
tendencies. There are so many places in Gurbani, where the Satguru
has given man instructions to espouse all virtues and righteous
tendencies and discard sin and evil tendencies. Along side this, he has
shown the path of virtuous conduct and means of becoming
gurmukhs to the manmukhs (mind–orientated people) who have
lowly beast like thinking , ungodly disposition and polluted minds.
9
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1

Eat little, sleep less, and express mercy and forgiveness through your body actions.

Ever adopt a cool temperament and contentment, and you’ll free yourself from
the worldly life of three attributes.
P10
2

3

One who earns livelihood honestly and generously confers favours on others.
Worthy are the hands of such a Sikh who by coming in touch with the Guru
becomes indifferent to worldly materials and lays not his eyes on another’s wife
or property.
B Gur 6/12
While standing up, and sitting down, and even while asleep, meditate on the Lord.

Walking on the Way, sing the Praises of the Lord.

386

4

Burn away those rituals which lead you to forget the Beloved Lord.

590

5

No one is my enemy, and no one is a stranger. I get along with everyone.
Whatever God does, I accept that as good. This is the sublime wisdom I have
obtained from the Holy.
1299

6

Don’t ever let the mind be taken up by lust, anger, ego, greed, headstrong ness
and attachment.
P 10

7

Do not be angry with anyone else; look within your own self instead.

259

8

It is not good to slander anyone, but the foolish, self-willed manmukhs still do it.

755

9

Do not harbor evil intentions against others in your mind,

386

10

Do not engage in any arguments or debates with anyone.

1164

11

Look ahead; don't turn your face backwards.

1099

12

Drinking the wine, his intelligence departs, and madness enters his mind;
he cannot distinguish between his own and others, and he is struck down by his
Lord and Master.
Drinking it, he forgets his Lord and Master, and he is punished in the Court of
the Lord. Do not drink the false wine at all, if it is in your power.
554

But people’s inclination is such that the pull towards vices is stronger
than towards virtues. Man’s animal nature prevents him from evolving or
rising up and leads him towards hell.
11

10

People tie up bundles of demerits; no one deals in virtue.
Rare is that person, O Nanak, who purchases virtue.
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In spirituality, ‘worship’ and ‘divine virtues’ go together hand in hand.
1

Without doing virtues deeds, worship is not possible.

4

That is why in gurmat,
ardaas before God - Waheguru
glorifying God (dwelling on God’s virtues)
fashioning the mind and delving into it
expressing gratefulness to God
having fear of God
yearning for God in separation
love of God
selfless service
company of holy sangat
are the main ways by which numerous divine virtues can be inculcated.
On the other hand those people who do not inculcate the virtues of truth,
contentment, mercy, fortitude then its natural that they will get absorbed in
vices such as falsehood, avarice, plunder, anger, hatred, jealousy, fanaticism
etc.
For this reason that Guru Nanak Dev Ji has given the whole world the
message of three beautiful laws:Meditate upon the Naam
Share your blessing
Earn your livelihood through honest labour
to put them on the path of true - righteous living.
2

In the Amrit Vaylaa, the ambrosial hours before dawn, chant the True Name,
and contemplate His Glorious Greatness.
2

3

One who works for what he eats, and gives some of what he has
O Nanak, he knows the Path.

4

11

1245

O mind, chant the Name of the One, the Unique and Infinite Lord.
He gave you the praanaa, the breath of life, and your mind and body. He is the
Support of the heart.
51
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1

Earn your livelihood honestly and give generously in goodwill.

B Gur 6/12

2

Make the effort, and you shall live; practicing it, you shall enjoy peace.

3

Naam Dayv answers, O Trilochan, chant the Lord's Name with your mouth.

512

With your hands and feet, do all your work, but let your consciousness remain
with the Immaculate Lord.
1276

No one can deny this truth, that as more and more people take on to a
religion with true devotion, that religion’s social, economic and spiritual
power increases. Actually this power should be used
for the protection of the oppressed and the persecuted,
to eradicate evil,
to confront cruelty and tyranny,
to preach religion,
to create a calm and peaceful environment,
to help the poor, helpless.
If we do not use this power in the right place and at the right time, we
have no right to call ourselves religious.

In other words, it is only from ‘worship’ that ‘power’ is created. But
when ‘religion’ and those who profess it, are devoid of the ‘faith-filled
worship’, then history is the witness to this very ‘power’ which takes on the
garb of tyranny and creates colossal devastation.

In the tri-attributive world of materialism, religious preaching can only
be done by (those possessing) mental knowledge, but at the fourth level in
the spiritual realm, this mental knowledge has no reach. That is why, when
we get some shabadhs about the spiritual realm in Gurbani, we dilly dally
with them with our mental knowledge and do a superficial rendering.
12
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The exposition of the ‘religion’ of the spiritual realm can only be done
by the rare intuitive guru-orientated beings blessed beings, who have a
discerning mind, who understand the essence of reality.
How rare are those who contemplate the Word of the Guru's Bani; they become
Gurmukh.
This is the Bani of the Supreme Being; through it, one dwells within the home of his
inner being.
935

Based on the varied belief systems of the various religions, it is natural
to have differences and discrimination in external action, traditions, and code
of conduct which in turn give rise to arguments, quarrels, jealousy, duality
and these ‘religious creeds’ cause many more new sects to surface.

This (state of affairs) is completely different from the statement
mentioned in Gurbani “I get along with everyone”.
We have become uninformed, ignorant or indifferent or (put it this way)
knowingly feigning ignorance to the common spiritual ‘points or concepts’,
‘secrets’, or ‘essence’ of ‘spiritual knowledge’.

A few scattered (holy) souls by way of their spiritual cultivation in their
previous lives are not going to be ‘satisfied’ with the external-orientated triattributive sphere’s religious deeds and actions. In the deepest recesses of
their hearts, the subtle desire or hunger for some innate lofty divine realm’s
‘intuitional religion’ keeps gnawing at them without their knowing.

As a result of this subtle ‘desire’ or secret ‘smouldering’, in the innate
self of man, there is by nature a continuous pull towards his roots, the
Timeless Being (Waheguru) taking place without his knowledge. Although
this subtle divine ‘pull’ gets dulled by the dark deaf clouds of materialism,
even then, this subtle secret hunger, in one for or an other, automatically
keeps nudging and motivating man, towards ‘NAM’, the illumination of
‘spiritual religion’s’ Divine Realm.

Through such a true and pure divine devotion of noble seekers,
13

13

Satguru’s merciful glance is on them and the Satguru connects them
with some guru-orientated beloveds, highly evolved souls who live a
spiritual life and who understand the essence of spiritual union.
Through the ‘sadh sangat’ the company of the holy evolved beings, the
Satguru, blesses those seekers with the ‘gift’ of the innate intuitional
knowledge. In this way the life-style of these noble seekers changes
into one that is ‘soul-dedicated’. Such blessed guru-orientated beloved
then, through the blessings of the Guru, lead and help other noble
seekers.
1

The Supreme Lord showers His Mercy, and we find the Saadh Sangat, the
Company of the Holy.
The more time we spend there, the more we come to love the Lord.

71

2

When the seed of the karma of past actions sprouted, I met the Lord; He is
both the Enjoyer and the Renunciate.
My darkness was dispelled when I met the Lord. O Nanak, after being asleep for
countless incarnations, I have awakened.
204

3

‘Help me to meet those guru-orientated beloveds, on meeting whom, YOUR
NAME come to my mind’.
ardas

Studied and taught, heard and related, learned and tutored,
comprehended and making others comprehend the ‘external religion’
is the achievement of the intellect and its system of preaching too is a
physical and mental activity.
The hidden secrets of Naam, the innate illumination-form or
‘spiritual religion’ as expressed by Gurus and Avtars cannot be
perceived by the philosophy of the intellectual realm because this
‘divine play’ is beyond the grasp of the intellect.
For example, learning and teaching about electric current from
books is one thing and experiencing the shock of an electric current is
quite another.
In the same way , to experience the ‘life-current’, ‘shabad’, ‘naam’,
‘union of love
14

14

or ‘spiritual religion’ innately, through personal experience is one thing and
to theorise intellectually about the ‘secret’ of the divine realm’s ‘essenceknowledge’ is quite another.
This thing is not about studying, it is about unraveling the mystery
1

Not by studying, but through understanding, is the Lord's Mystery revealed.
148

Gurbani is filled with information, advice and experiential know-how
through intuition about this innate ‘spiritual religion. Inspite of this, we are
divorced from this divine realm’s priceless spiritual ‘gift’ and thus have also
kept the whole world divorced from it.
2

The pearls are scattered on the road; the blind man comes along.
1370
Without the Light of the Lord of the Universe, the world just passes them by.

The causes of this neglect, ignorance, monumental mistake, doubtfallacy are as follows:1

We have come to believe that the external rites and rituals is the
whole religion. We are engrossed only in its routines.

2

We have made intellectual knowledge and religion as means of
fulfilling our own individual materialistic needs.

3

We have come regard the religious state of tri-attributive, doubtfallacy of egotism as the spiritual destination.

4

About the intuitional divine ‘play’ of the divine sphere we have:no awareness
no knowledge
no belief
no need
no hunger and
no effort

15

15

5

We have sentenced ourselves to life long imprisonment in the
solitary dark dungeon of our own ‘ego’- without any chance of
entry of rays of Divine Light.

6

In our self created, solitary dark dungeon too, we have put on the
dark glasses of our own imperfect, wrong and hollow beliefs,
which we are not prepared to take off.

In this way we have reduced our life into state (depicted in Gurbani) as
follows:1

Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is
perishing.
133

Through the blessed guru-orientated beloveds, highly evolved souls, the
blessings of the divine light or ‘spiritual religion’ shown by Gurus and
Avtars generation to generation and the (inherent) continuous and unerring
system of lighting a light from a light is still in place.
2

The Naam remains; the Holy Saints remain; the Guru, the Lord of the Universe,
remains.
Says Nanak, how rare are those who chant the Guru's Mantra in this world.
1429

But this novel and secret ‘play’ of the Divine Realm falls in the lap of
one among millions rare blessed guru-orientated beloveds. Through the
Divine Vibrations of their lives, the secret and the innate ‘spiritual religion’s
’ light can be seen to blooms, to spread its scent, to manifest itself.
3

16

Rare are those beings in this world,
who contemplate the Word of the Guru's Shabad, and remain detached.

16

1039

If a link is established with some such rare guru orientated beings, then
man can swim across the terrifying world ocean :1

This is the distinguishing sign of the Holy Saint, that by meeting with him, one
is saved.
320

2

Grasping the hem of the robe of the Holy Saint, we cross over the world-ocean.
218

3

One who grasps the Hem of the Gown of the Holy Saint, O Nanak, crosses over
the terrible world-ocean.
431

4

Grasping hold of the hem of His robe, O Siblings of Destiny, we are carried
across the world-ocean of fear and pain.
640

5

Please attach me to the hem of the robe of the Saadh Sangat, the Company of
the Holy; help me to cross over the terrible river.
702

Our physical, mental and economic life, instead of evolving, it is being
wasted away in the doubt-fallacy of materialism and we are getting more
entangled in
jealousy
duality
hatred
pride
quarrels
religious prejudice
and feeling more miserable.
To understand, unravel, clarify and explain these lapses, the following
details could be helpful.

17

Innate spiritual religion

External religion

It is the play of intuition .
It is wordless.
It is letter less.
It is the innate ‘touch’.
It is intuitional insight.
It is divine light.

It is a matter for the intellect.
It has words.
It no letters.
It is acquired from the outside.
It can be learnt or taught.
It is intellectual knowledge.
17

It is present in person

It is doubt fallacy

It is one and only ‘Naam’.

It has numerous names.

It has one colour.

It has countless colours.

It is a wondrous play.

It is the play of the intellect,

It is unity.
It is humility.

It is duality.
Ego predominates here.

There is love.

There is hatred.

There is only one remembrance.

There are numerous remembrances

Everything is within the body.

The search is external.

This is a play of love.

There are empty rituals

It’s the churning of the inside.

There are deeds and actions

The manifestation of the external religions are also varied. A few
examples are given from these.
Some worship idols, some condemn them.
In some ‘religions’ taking life is a cardinal sin and in some others the
sacrifice of life is not only regarded as virtuous, but an essential act.
The views on eating meat or not eating it, varies among religions, and in
some religions eating of some specific meat is not allowed.
In some religions going into temples with an uncovered head or taking
in shoes are strictly not permitted and the whole congregation sits on the
floor crossed-legged, whilst there are such religions which allow people to go
into the temple without covering the head or removing the shoes.

Within the numerous sects of each religion, different practices
pertaining to dress code, food, drinks prevail during the ceremony of
baptism.

In some religions great stress is placed on practices such as chants,
penance, discipline, joga, bathing is holy places, purity, enforced silence etc,
whilst in some others no emphasis is placed on any of these practices.
18

18

Some religions believe that God exists in the south while some believe
that he is found only in the east.
In some religions God’s manifestations in the world are worshipped
while in some others, the worship of the formless God is practiced. Then
there are even those who see God as both the unmanifested (or formless) one
and the manifested one (having a form).
Some regard women as lowly and some place them on an even footing.
In some religions they shave a child bald and there are some, where the
cutting, plucking or colouring of the hair is against their code of conduct.
Some religion are quiet on the question of the existence of God, and
there are others that place their faith in the worship of numerous ‘avtars’ and
there are also those that place their faith in one God.
Some religions believe that God, the creation and mind-soul, all the
three, to be without a beginning, and some religions believe that only God is
without a beginning.
In some religions the caste-system is widely preached, while some
others totally condemn the caste-system.
In one religion, under one name, the compilations of various bhagats
exist. Then there are such religions, where criticism or suspicion is leveled at
the different faith-filled beliefs held by dissimilar sects pertaining to some
specific compilation (in that religion).
From the above examples it is evident that within the sects of the
various religions there are contradictory views pertaining to:God
the creation
the being of the soul
materialism
Shabad
Naam
19
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bani
demi-gods
prophets
sadh (evolved souls)
heaven
sin
virtue
religious discipline
chants
penance
obstinacy
yoga
rites and rituals
attire
code of conduct
worship
etc.
Such contradictory religious views, create numerous doubts pertaining
to God, religion and religious disciplines in the minds of new disciples and
hinder their spiritual development. The result of this dilemma is that many
disciples move even further from the (concept of) one and only common
‘spiritual religion’.
Cont: Lekh 53
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